The Great Complexity Challenge
The inherent complexity of many man-made or naturally occurring challenges-such as understanding the influence of human interference in ecosystems or interacting biological processes-is widely acknowledged. The ubiquitous networking paradigm has highlighted the elaborate webs of interactions and interdependencies between living beings, objects and processes. Yet we still lack an algorithmic framework capable of tackling the complexity of the world in terms of representation and computation. Thus, any step toward understanding-and predicting-the dynamics and emergent phase transitions of complex systems would greatly contribute to the advancement of science. Present-day societal challenges that could benefit from this kind of knowledge are plentiful, and can be found in fields ranging from the life sciences to economics and engineering. To some extent, the mathematical analysis of complex systems can provide some insights about the phase transitions that may occur over time [Haken (1980) ; Fuchs (2013) ]. However, this approach requires a great deal of effort and does not scale well, becoming intractable as the number of factors involved in a system increases.
What is more, the interactions that drive system transitions have to be identified and formalised a priori by the modeller. In contrast, an ideal 2
Book Title model building process should require as little information as possible about a system's actual behaviour. It should be enough to only describe how the parts of a system interact, without building in any assumptions about when feedback cycles might be triggered to snowball into fundamental global system changes. In a model of this kind, the parts of the system that interact according to sets of internal rules (and so without any external, higher-level drivers of their collective behaviour) are known as 'agents'. Each agent in such a model is a self-contained entity with its own individually accessible data, states and behaviours. The sequences of interactions among agents and the traversal of their states in a computational simulation correspond to the emergent feedback cycles and phase transitions of complex systems. If we were able to detect patterns that are precursors to phase transitions and patterns that correspond to the system's global dynamics, we would automatically become aware of emergent phenomena. Inspired by some of the grand ideas in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and artificial life, we present the SOMO (self-organised middleout) algorithm, a concept that might contribute to the outlined quest. Its goal is dynamic abstraction, i.e. bottom-up learning given enough training examples and top-down validation to reaffirm or revoke the previously learned concepts. We take this opportunity to present the SOMO concept with an emphasis on its visionary aspects-how the idea could evolve from its most recent conception, its current implementation, towards that desirable, dreamed-about computer after me.
Self-organising middle-out abstraction
Early 2011 we presented the self-organised middle-out (SOMO) concept [von Mammen et al. (2011) ], an approach that automatically builds abstractions bottom-up and validates and revokes them top-down-possibly both at the same time but in respect to different model aspects. As it works in both directions and as it bridges the gap between the orders of the model, it can be considered to operate at the 'meso' level of analysis.
Its foundation is an unsupervised learning method that observes and learns processes which occur-that is to say, emerge-during a computational simulation. A learned process pattern provides a shortcut to driving the evolution of the simulation. Instead of considering the series of all conditions that lead to the process' changes one step at a time, it suffices to recognise the emergence of the process. As a consequence, the detailed S. von interactions are no longer executed but, whenever the according preconditions hold, the observed side effects are enacted in the system. Such automatically learned patterns may also be understood as abstracted process descriptions and they hold the promise of helping us to understand, explain, and compute complex phenomena in simple terms.
SOMO observes the simulation data and identifies process patterns, 'biased' only in terms of its representations (meaning that the way interaction patterns are represented by SOMO can influence the kinds of patterns that can be detected and so bias the result). The identified patterns are used to refine the computational model that drives the simulation process being observed. As the SOMO algorithm continues to observe and learn the patterns that emerge from the simulation, it continually increases the model's level of abstraction by introducing hierarchies of abstracted patterns. It is hoped that such hierarchies will to some extent coincide with the realworld conceptual boundaries that we identify in natural systems, such as the subdivision of the organisational complexity of animal anatomy into cells, tissues and organs. Since such abstractions are inevitably subject to noise and unknown conditions, we also introduce a confidence measure that is associated with each abstraction.
In the next section (Sec. 1.3), we present a variety of concepts that are both inspiring the SOMO algorithm and closely related to it. Section 1.4 introduces a (borrowed) example that nicely illustrates the emergence of high-order physiochemical compounds. Based on this example, we outline the SOMO concept in Sec. 1.5. Current SOMO implementations are explained in Sec. 1.6 and futuristic implementations around it are presented in Sec. 1.7. In Sec. 1.8, we conclude with a short vision about SOMO's potentials.
Optimising Graphics, Physics & AI
Various research interests and complementary research trends have been driving the design of the SOMO concept:
• There is the concept of emergence that tries to capture novel properties and descriptions of (sub-)systems of higher orders [Baas and Emmeche (1997) ].
• There is the need for integrative approaches to representing, modelling and simulating multi-scale systems-this challenge is currently addressed by passing up and down value sets from sepa-4 Book Title rate, sometimes fundamentally disparate, model components [Eissing et al. (2011); Horstemeyer (2010) ].
• And, there is the need for abstraction: a model so comprehensive as to span several degrees of scale, to host a large body of systems and subsystems, and to independently consider their intricate behaviours quickly outmatches the computing capacities of even the greatest of supercomputers.
Abstraction is not only the essence of model building in the first place but it is also the key to expressive and efficiently solvable models. We postulate that a model should be as detailed and as comprehensive as possible, while its (numeric) utilisation for the purpose of rather specific predictions or simulations should automatically lead to model simplifications and abstractions. Whenever possible, this should happen without jeopardising the model validity; whenever necessary, the loss of accuracy the abstractions cause should be made transparent. SOMO pursues this endeavour by building and maintaining hierarchies of abstractions learned from observation. The higher the level of hierarchy, the fewer interactions have to be tested. Such tests are typically intertwined with expensive condition queries-only the state changes of the simulation will be performed to drive its evolution.
Similar shortcuts by means of hierarchical organisation have been conceptualised and implemented in numerous other contexts. For instance, different levels of detail (LOD) of computer graphics resources such as meshes (differing in the numbers of vertices) and textures (differing in the numbers of pixels) are typically organised in hierarchies to allow for fast access to the most commonly used assets, whereas the graphics scenes themselves are often subjected to spatial partitioning hierarchies that allow algorithms to quickly determine which graphics objects need to be rendered in a given view port [Möller et al. (2008) ].
There is a significant overlap between these culling techniques and mechanisms to speed-up the detection of collisions between geometric objects, one of the foundational functionalities of physics engines-both rely on the quick discovery of objects at specific locations. In general, the locations of the geometries may change, which is why the spatial partitioning hierarchies are dynamically created and adjusted. Dynamic adjustments of the bounding volume hierarchies are also required if the geometries themselves are dynamic, for instance if they change their scale. In this case, a method has been shown to yield rather good results that updates the upper half of the hierarchy bottom-up if one of the geometries changes. The lower half is only updated selectively in a top-down fashion, as soon as the changed geometry is accessed [Larsson and Akenine-Möller (2001) ].
Hierarchical optimisations have also been deployed in the field of artificial intelligence. For example, costly automated planning routines can be pruned early, if high levels of a hierarchy reflect the adherence of a plan's most critical variables [Sacerdoti (1974) ]. Similarly, reflective agents need to plan their coordination-hierarchical abstractions of their interaction partners may increase their decision performance, too [Durfee (1999) ].
Emergence and Hierarchies in a Natural System
In Rasmussen et al. (2001) , an approach, or "Ansatz", to capturing the emergence of physicochemical compound objects with according emergent properties is described. We want to use their example to illustrate the mechanics of SOMO. In their experiments, attracting, repelling, and bonding forces among charged monomers and water molecules are shown to result in higher-order polymer and micelle formations-at each level, the resulting compounds obtain novel physical and chemical properties. In the model, hydrophobic monomers bind to hydrophilic monomers as well as to polymerised hydrophobic monomers, which results in 2 nd -order amphiphilic polymers which, in turn, aggregate in 3 rd -order micelle structures. At each stage, the resultant compounds exhibit properties different from the underlying constituents; The aggregating nature of the process yields compounds of greater size but it also leads to varying qualitative, geometric structures and differentiated physiochemical behaviours. An adapted illustration of the emergent process is shown in Figure 1 .1. 6
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The higher-order objects form based on the interactions and (emergent) relationships among the axiomatic objects of the given model. Often, higher-order objects can be captured as spatial aggregations but in general they should be regarded as networks of arbitrarily complex topologies. In accordance with Baas and Emmeche (1997) , the authors also stress that emergent characteristics of a (sub-)system are observable in terms of its interactions. We reflect the subsumption of individual elements by emergent entities of greater order in a hierarchical structure. In the given case, polymers are built from monomers and aggregate to form micelle-like structures ( Fig. 1 .2). As Rasmussen et al. suggest, an observer needs to identify the emerging units and their emergent properties [Rasmussen et al. (2001) ]; In our approach such observers are immersed in the simulation and observe the state and interaction patterns of the model entities. The observers further simplify the entities' computational representations in accordance with the learned behavioural patterns. Individual entities and their behaviours are subsumed by higher order entities that perform the learned patterns only in order to prune the computational complexity. However, we do not postulate a necessary coincidence between the learned high-order entities and emergent entities that we ourselves would identify, as in the micelle-example. Rather, we assume that there is a great chance that the learned patterns and the ones recognised by humans overlap to some extent-it is possible that the human-identified orders represent all but a small fraction of the automatically generated abstractions. In order to clarify this distinction, we step through an exemplary run of the SOMO algorithm in the next section, using the self-assembly of micelles as a running example.
The Technical Concept of SOMO
For our approach, we consider the elements of a model agents, described by their states and behaviours (for a more in-depth formalisation of the agent concept, consider, for instance, Denzinger's generic agent definition [Denzinger and Winder (2005) ]). In our example, we distinguish between freely moving reactive agents that represent molecular compounds (similar to artificial chemistries [Dittrich et al. (2001)] ) and the environment they are immersed in. In particular, in our running example, a large number of hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers is immersed in an aqueous environment. With the beginning of the simulation, the agents start to interact with each other and with the environment based on their behavioural rules. Together with the initial configuration of the system, these rules determine the result of the simulation, and if correctly phrased, they would result in the emergent phenomena described in the previous section.
Observation of Interactions
In addition to the model agents comprising molecular compounds and the environment, the SOMO concept introduces observer agents that monitor the interactions of the model agents as well as the conditions under which they occur. In the context of the micelle-forming example, observers do not have to make assumptions about the model agents' internal states and behaviours-only their actually triggered, externally observable state boundaries (i.e., the observed boundaries of the domain over which the state variable is defined) and state changes are relevant. However, the potency of the observers can be increased by granting them access to the agents' behavioural rule sets, to their internal states, and, thus, to their activated rules 1 . Following the fundamental concept of cause and effect, the observed interactions are recorded in terms of states and state changes. States that lead to certain state changes are translated into boundary conditions, or predicates, whereas state changes simple describe the transition from one state attribute value to another. Boundary conditions of time (i.e., the agents' timing), proximity between agents, or their mere presence or absence come to mind. Conjointly occurring pairs of boundary conditions and state changes are stored in interaction histories over a certain period of time. A sliding time window reduces the storage required and lets the observers "forget" rare or singular events.
In the example, a pair of hydrophilic and hydrophobic monomers may attract each other, then stick together. A strong correlation between their locations would emerge, quickly resulting in a static relationship between their position states. The molecules might stick together over a long period of time. An observer would identify this behaviour and infer from the observations that these molecules will, under the given conditions, continue to stick together. Therefore, instead of continuously adjusting their 8
Book Title locations based on their proximities at each time step of the simulation, an abstraction is introduced into the model: For now, the monomers are considered constantly attracted, or bonded. These bonded monomers, or polymers, are likely to aggregate in a micelle-like organisation because of the interplay with the aqueous environment: The polymers' heads align to face the water molecules, whereas their tails avoid them. Again, this formation is recognised and learned by the SOMO observers. Instead of using specialised observers, the agents that make up the model can themselves observe interactions and the environment. In many cases, however, it is desirable to separate SOMO logic and the simulation model to maintain a clear distinction between the behaviours of the automatically learned abstractions and the original model. Independent of the kind of agent that takes on the task of observation and abstraction, the observers are subjected to certain restrictions. First, they are subject to an "event horizon", i.e., they do not perceive the entire system but only portions of it. This is due to the fact that an omniscient observer would have to deal with a vast amount of data, nullifying the scalability benefits SOMO was designed for and making it necessary to introduce limits of the observations. Second, even though observers make no assumptions about the model of an observed agent, they are limited to knowledge they have been granted access to-they can only perceive states and state changes they were designed to sense. Therefore, if interactions take place hidden from the observers, for instance direct messaging between agents based on hidden internal states, these interactions will not become part of the interaction history.
These restrictions bias the abstraction process. If the scope of the simulation is well-defined, these restrictions can be mitigated rather easilythe SOMO agents can be distributed across the interaction space to cover important "hot spots" and the system designer can ensure the agents' ability to observe all relevant states and state changes. For more ambitious projects, however, it might be necessary to create a wide variety of observers, capable of identifying many different kinds of interactions.
Heterogeneous configurations are also possible. For instance, a subset of agents might be part of the original model and yet observe and abstract others, whereas the remainder of the agent population might be either model agents or observer agents. Naturally, hybrid agents, that play both roles, are useful, if an abstraction hierarchy is part of the model. In the following, in order to avoid additional case distinctions, we will only distinguish between (1) a strict separation between observer and model agents, and (2) the capacity of all agents to observe and abstract.
Interaction Pattern Recognition and Behavioural Abstraction
The entries of the interaction history not only comprise some anonymous information about states and subsequent state changes but they also reference the involved interaction partners. Similar to [Ramchurn et al. (2004) ], we use the interaction histories as databases for finding patterns in the agents' interaction behaviours. Previously unknown patterns, or motifs, can be identified in time series relying on various techniques such as learning partial periodic patterns [Han et al. (1999) ], applying efficient, heuristic search [Chiu et al. (2003) ], online motif search [Fuchs et al. (2009)] , and even the identification of patterns of multiple resolutions [Wang et al. (2010) ]. Motif detection is adapted to interaction histories by assigning symbols, e.g., A or B, to specific log entries and finding patterns in the resulting strings, e.g., BBABCCBBABDA. In the given example BBAB is a motif candidate. The recurring sequence of interactions contained in the motif as well as the conditions that are part of it can be the basis for a behavioural abstraction. If interactions are recognised repeatedly, they can be abstracted in several ways-most simply, the predicates are not always checked; in full glory, a complex sequence of interactions can be fully abstracted and only the aggregated side effects, i.e. the state changes, can be enacted in the system. Hence, a motif that provides comprehensive information about the interaction partners and the actual interactions, would allow to rewrite the agent rules as efficient sequences of unconditional instructions, with source and target agents readily in place.
A repeatedly occurring motif in the example system is the interaction between hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail of a polymer. As the effect of this interaction stays the same once the monomers have bonded, it is not necessary to check these conditions and calculate the result of the interaction any longer. An observer that has monitored this interaction can thus suspend the rules that cause the effect but rather enact it directly. Of course, such an intervention requires direct access to the agents' rule bases and might not be possible in some systems (cf. Sec. 1.5.5). Instead of suspending a specific agent's behavioural rules directly, it's possible to subsume the agent as a whole. The next section will shed more light on this approach of hierarchical agent subsumption.
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Creating and Adjusting Hierarchies
The polymer formation from simpler monomers provides an example for an abstraction even more powerful than simplifying specific interaction rules: If the agents keep interacting in a predictive manner, among each other and with their environment, they can be subsumed by one meta-agent that takes their place and that exhibits their external behaviour without continuously (re-)evaluating the interactions of its constituting elements. Recursive subsumption of agents and meta-agents yields a hierarchy of ever more abstract meta-agents. The formation of hierarchies can be implemented by means of a set of special operators. In order to establish a hierarchical relationship, an agent might enter another agent. Alternatively, it might be adopted by another agent. Both actions yield corresponding parent-child relationships between the two agents. Such a parent-child relationship is reverted by raising a child in the hierarchy.
Depending on whether the agents observe their own interaction histories or specialised observers are used in the system, different kinds of behaviour are possible:
• If an agent observes its own interaction history and detects that it constantly interacts with another agent (or a group of other agents), it can create a new agent, assign its own abstracted behaviour, enter this new agent and deactivate itself. The newly created higher order agent then adopts all other agents that formed the original behaviour, adding their abstracted behaviour to its own, and deactivating them as well.
• If specialised observers are deployed in the system, they create the meta-agents and assign the agents to be subsumed to them. The meta-agent then follows the same steps as above.
The end result in both cases is a meta-agent that behaves just like the group of agents to the outside but does not need to evaluate internal interactions. The polymer as well as the micelle are examples of structures that can be abstracted in this fashion. In fact, the micelle shows how a true hierarchy can form: in the course of the simulation, polymers form first, are detected by the observers, and abstracted. Then, the polymers form a micelle which is internally stable and behaves consistently towards its environment. It can thus again be detected and abstracted so that only interactions between the micelle and the water molecules have to be Repeated applications of these abstraction rules yield continuously growing hierarchies with increasingly simplified behaviours. At the same time, hierarchies are dissolved when no longer appropriate. For this purpose, meta-agents repeatedly check for validity of the abstraction they represent by checking whether the original predicates still hold or by temporarily disbanding the abstractions, checking for the occurence of the abstracted interactions and either re-abstracting or abandoning the abstraction.
The subsumption of agents and their behaviours closely resembles the concept of modularisation and crafting hierarchical code. Figure 1 .3 shows an according visual programming perspective on agents, their behaviours and behavioural interrelations; individual operators (spheres) are recursively nested to allow for the hierarchical design of behavioural modules, whereas the connections between inputs and outputs (cones) determine the flow of information at each hierarchical level [von Mammen and Jacob (2013)]. The realisation of this visual modelling language has, in parts, been motivated by the need of a generic, hierarchical representation of agent behaviours.
Confidence Measures
The identification of motifs in the interaction history as well as the decision to resolve a hierarchy are based on confidence estimation. There is a large body of work around confidence in statistics [Kiefer (1977) ] and its effective standardisation for use in the natural sciences is a vivid research area [Louis and Zeger (2009)] . Confidence measures are also used in computational models of trust [Kiefhaber et al. (2012) ]. The general idea is to estimate the probability that a pattern occurs based on its preceding frequency over a given period of time.
In SOMO, repeated observation of interaction patterns increases the confidence value. A sufficiently great confidence value leads to abstraction. The confidence value also determines the abstraction's lifespan. Confidence metrics that are too generous, i.e., that cause too long abstraction lifespans, diminish the accuracy of a simulation. Abstracted behaviours are repeatedly checked for validity by either exposing the subsumed agents to the environment and observing their behaviour again or by checking the predicates that have been identified in the abstraction process. This check can occur at fixed time intervals, at the designated end of the meta-agent's lifespan, or based on heuristics such as the degree of activity in its local en-
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In case of miscalculations, the simulation could be reset to a previous simulation state, adjusted and partially recomputed. This additional overhead might make it hard to reach a gain in efficiency. On the other hand, if confidence is assigned too cautiously to motifs, abstraction hierarchies do not get a chance to form in the first place. Thus, a careful balance has to be found. Learning methods as introduced in Sec. 1.5.6 can help find suitable parameters for concrete scenarios.
Execution Model
Our stated goal is to create a learning abstraction mechanism that makes as few assumptions as possible about the agents it is working with. However, in order for behavioural abstraction and hierarchical abstraction to work, the underlying execution model has to fulfil some requirements.
As mentioned before, behavioural abstraction requires that some of the internal rules according to which an agent operates can be suspended by an external entity. This is a natural assumption if agents observe themselves or if they can issue the rule's temporary removal (e.g., to a global simulation engine). However, if the agents are fully opaque and abstraction is performed by specialised observers, they need to be able to influence them directly. As the system designer usually has complete control over the simulation environment, it should be possible to implement such a feature within the environment directly.
For hierarchical abstraction, we assume that execution of the agents follows the hierarchy as well. First, root nodes are considered for execution. Their children are considered recursively, only if they are active, i.e. if they are not suspended. Deactivating child nodes instead of removing them from the simulation entirely is necessary in order to check the abstractions' validity. Their (inactive) maintenance as part of the simulation hierarchy also serves to update their states as part of abstracted high-level behaviours.
Since simulations are usually closed systems, it is safe to assume that a benevolence assumption holds. This means that no agent in the system has an incentive to deceive the observers and information about states and state changes is provided freely and without inhibition.
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As an unsupervised learning approach, the self-organised middle-out learner will have to be able to learn about itself and thus become self-aware in a sense. A simple example is the requirement to learn which abstractions worked in the past and which failed to show the desired benefits. If abstractions had to be quickly dissolved, the SOMO observer that created them obviously did something wrong. Either its observations were faulty or the parameters were sub-optimal, e.g., the confidence value that is used to estimate when it is safe to assume that an interaction actually occurs repeatedly.
On the other hand, multiple SOMO observers deployed in the system should be able to learn from each other. An abstraction that has proven valid for one observer should not have to be learned by other observers in the system. Instead, patterns should be propagated and the knowledge acquired should be spread throughout the system. This way, the SOMO learner becomes an organic, learning, improving system within the system that constantly revises and improves its knowledge about the environment and itself by the meta-interaction of the individual observers.
Thus, SOMO agents learn on two levels: they adapt and improve their individual learning and abstraction parameters to become well suited for the niche they occupy in the simulation; and they exchange knowledge with each other and incorporate this knowledge in their decision making process.
The former kind of learning can be performed based on the data the agents collect and based on the perceived results of the actions performed by the agents. If a behavioural abstraction has proven unstable, the agent can, e.g., increase the confidence value at which it abstracts behaviour. It would thus have to be more certain that a behaviour occurs repeatedly in the same fashion before abstracting it. More excitingly, however, an additional feedback loop can be added to a SOMO learner that uses the data collected by the agent to simulate different sets of parameters and the results they would have yielded. Such a simulation-within-the-simulation can use an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to evolve and test a population of parameter sets, simulate the learner's behaviour and use a fitness function that checks whether the parameters would have found abstractions that have actually proven valid. A parameter set with a high number of valid abstractions gets a higher fitness value and may be adopted. The EA can run concurrently and change the parameter settings whenever better results are obtained than possible with the current parameters. A similar approach has, e.g., been used to create and simulate new traffic light switching rules in a traffic-control scenario [Prothmann et al. (2011) ].
S. von
The latter kind of learning, in which patterns, motifs, parameter sets, etc. are propagated in the system can be implemented using gossiping algorithms [Eugster et al. (2007) ]. These consensus approaches are built around local communication in which information is primarily exchanged with neighbours, aggregated, and spread through the system. As the communication is limited to a small number of agents, the system is scalable and since information is always disseminated along several trajectories, the system is robust. A major concern in the design of such algorithms is "eventual consensus", i.e., ensuring that at one point, all agents have access to the information. Fortunately, the SOMO learning approach does not have this requirement as even local knowledge exchange can improve its efficiency and thus, relatively simple gossiping protocols can be used.
Whenever a SOMO agents learns a new set of parameters, a new motif, or that a certain abstraction has proven valid, it can provide this information to other agents in its neighbourhood. These recipients can elect to use this information, e.g., because they are situated in a similar environment, or discard them. They can also elect to augment or redact the information and send them on to their own neighbours. This way, knowledge spreads through the system and allows the learning agents to profit from the experiences of others. Similar techniques have, e.g., been used to spread reputation information in multi-agent systems [Bachrach et al. (2009)] .
For the transmittal of information between SOMO learners, a language for the knowledge of the agents has to be defined. Apart from using it in the exchange of information, it can also be used to store the knowledge between simulation runs. This way, different runs of the same simulation can profit from knowledge learned previously and-if the simulations are similar enough-different simulations can re-use knowledge learned previously. A SOMO learner that is repeatedly used in the same setting can thus evolve along with the simulation and improve over time.
In settings in which the simulation is highly dynamic, an additional meta-learning approach can be used. At the start of the simulation, SOMO learners are spread evenly within the simulation space. If a SOMO agent finds itself in a highly dynamic environment, with many entities to observe and many interactions, it can procreate by spawning a duplicate of itself. This new agent carries the same knowledge as its father and can become Book Title active in the same area. Thus, the SOMO system self-organises towards a structure in which learning takes place in those locations where it is most beneficial and where most interactions occur.
While the outlined meta-learning approaches should improve SOMO's ability to find valid abstractions and simplify the simulations, they incur additional computational cost as well as increase the memory requirements. Therefore, the use of these faculties has to be evaluated carefully for each new simulation setting and the trade-off between the resources required for meta-learning and the benefit has to be analysed.
Current implementations
In several publications, Sarraf Shirazi et. al present the exploration and extension of SOMO implementations in the context of biological simulations [Sarraf Shirazi et al. (2010 , 2011a ,b, 2012 ); Jacob et al. (2012); von Mammen et al. (2012); Sarraf Shirazi et al. (2013 (submitted) ]. Therein, the application domain slightly shifted from protein-interaction networks (in context of the MAPK signalling pathway) towards cell-cell/cell-membrane interaction systems (in context of blood coagulation processes). More importantly, the model representations underwent an evolution as well: Sarraf Shirazi and his colleagues (one of them is an author of this chapter, S. von Mammen) first learned clusters of intertwined functions of gene expression rates by correlating their results-initially by means of artificial neural networks, then by means of genetic algorithms. The second iteration of implementations featured rule-based multi-agent representations and sets of learning observer agents that logged and subsumed the activities of the agents in the simulation. For instance, blood platelets and fibrinogens that are stuck together are subsumed by meta-agents with reduced rule sets and which represent the blood clot.
Current SOMO implementations have shown the effectiveness of the concept. In early experiments the number of tests performed as part of the simulation was successfully reduced. In later experiments, Sarraf Shirazi et al. were able to show that the overall performance, also considering the computational overhead needed for observing and dynamic learning, can be improved.
The original SOMO concept foresees the possibility to expose SOMO agents without prior knowledge to an arbitrary multi-agent simulation to automatically infer hierarchies of patterns from the observed processes. In S. von order to reach this desirable goal, numerous challenges still have to be addressed. The universal deployment of the SOMO concept requires, for instance, a generic learning mechanism for identifying arbitrary patterns (e.g., learning classifier systems [Wilson (1995) ]), a universal approach to measuring and comparing confidence values and an accordingly tuned reinforcement learning mechanism, as well as a comprehensive formalisation of representation and algorithms.
An example of a meso-level abstraction algorithm with a more technical focus has been presented by Steghöfer et al. (2013) with the HiSPADA algorithm. The Hierarchical Set Partitioning Algorithm for Distributed Agents forms abstraction hierarchies within an agent society based on scalability metrics. If an agent system solves a computationally intensive problem that is defined by the individual agents (such as scheduling in power management scenarios) and that can be hierarchically decomposed, intermediaries can be introduced to solve parts of the original problem. Each intermediary solves a sub-problem that is defined by the agent it directly controls. The runtime of the problem solver depends on the number of agents controlled by an intermediary. If it exceeds a certain threshold, an additional layer of intermediaries can be introduced to divide the controlled agents. An intermediary acts as a black box to the outside, much like the meta-agents in the hierarchical abstraction. However, the intermediary is not the result of a learning process based on the interaction patterns of the agents but merely a result of an internal constraint violation. Nevertheless, the concept has proven to improve scalability in large systems and provides a starting point for future research.
Awareness beyond virtuality
It has already been shown that current implementations of SOMO are capable of pruning computational complexity in multi-agent based simulations and identifying emergent processes. A broadly deployable, unbiased SOMO implementation would make it possible to compute models with large numbers of approximate constants, such as in our perceived reality. This would make it possible to integrate vast quantities of scientific facts, across all levels of scale and scientific disciplines, for consideration in simulations.
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Integration & emergence
The result would be virtually unlimited computing power for models with large numbers of approximate constants-as in our perceived reality. Vast amounts of scientific facts, across all levels of scale and scientific disciplines, could be integrated for consideration in simulations. The development of an organism could be computed bottom-up from a single fertilised cell.
As we believe SOMO to be principally capable of developing awareness for previously unknown emergent phenomena-both in-silico and in-vivothe organism's systems would be identified automatically. The recognised patterns are expressed in algorithmic rather than traditional mathematic representations, and therefore human-readable and comparable to human reasoning.
Model inference
What is more, the SOMO concept need not be limited to virtual simulations. Heuristic learning methods could supply feasible solutions for gaps in theories, for which empiric researchers haven't provided answers yet. However, instead of limiting SOMO to virtual simulations, it could operate on top of a smart sensory network (SOMO net), an advanced wireless sensor networks (cf., e.g., [Akyildiz et al. (2002) ]). Enhancing SOMO sensory nodes with effectors would further introduce the capability of self-directed inquiry. At this point, the SOMO net could turn into a self-reflective machinery similar to the one developed by Lipson and Pollack (2000) that also grew, the other way round, into a system to automatically infer complex, non-linear mathematical laws from data sets by avoiding trivial invariants [Schmidt and Lipson (2006) ]. SOMO net enhanced in this way would be able to autonomously perform observational analysis and pro-active investigations to further accelerate the generation of comprehensive and accurate scientific models.
SOMO net
In addition to the sensory functionalities present in a subset of nodes of the envisioned SOMO net, all the nodes would have to provide a runtime environment for a SOMO agent. To begin with, the initialised, networked SOMO agent-a conceptual descendant of the SOMO observer as deployed in virtual simulation environments-would sense and transmit data to its neighbours and, in turn, aggregate any received information. The analogies to distributed learning approaches are obvious, especially in the context of wireless sensor networks [Predd et al. (2006) ]. However despite the common notion of a global learning task, distributed data sources, and efforts to fuse the aggregated data, the SOMO reaches further. Quickly, a SOMO agent would learn patterns in the sensed and received, transmitted data and refine its sensing configuration and communication connectivity based on the greatest information gain: it would direct its inquiries to areas of interest, i.e., sensor ranges or nodes that provide (from its perspective) unpredictable information. Depending on the confidence values associated with the learned patterns, the original data sources would be queried once in a while in order to test the abstractions' validity.
As the learned patterns would reference the learning context, i.e., the network location and connectivity of the learning agent, the abstracted information can be passed down the network, enriching the other agents' data bases, without causing confusion. Whenever possible, patterns could be subsumed in higher level abstractions, the validation process stretching across the network.
The self-organised, decentralised learning and validation algorithm would ensure that the system under observation is described at several levels of abstraction, based on the input on numerous nodes with their individual perspectives. At the same time, it would ensure that the processing and communication costs of the networked nodes is minimised-which is of crucial importance for the efficacy and longevity of a wireless sensor network.
SOMO after me
SOMO and SOMO nets would make correlations between processes apparent that have never been thought of before. These new insights, could, due to the immense complexity that SOMO promises to handle, help to build sustainable, progressive, evolving economic and ecological infrastructures for the great challenges of human kind.
At the same time, accessible methodologies for large-scale data modelling and exploration would become an (even more) important limiting factor. In order to counter this arising challenge, we have been developing INTO3D, an integrated visual programming and simulation environment [von Mammen and Jacob (2013) ]. Combined with SOMO's computing abilities such environments could make model-building and simulation feasible and attractive to non-scientists, or rather, they could turn anyone into a
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The future of SOMO
In summary, the SOMO algorithm and SOMO nets hold the promise of revealing hitherto unsuspected correlations between processes. Such new insights, and the immense complexity that SOMO can handle, would help to build the sustainable, progressive and evolving economic and ecological infrastructures for tackling the major challenges humankind faces today. Our current work on SOMO is focused on pattern detection in observed interactions and the possibilities for propagating knowledge about abstractions through the system. Once the implementations of SOMO have reached maturity, we envisage that research can shift to analysing how the learned abstractions and features correlate with the behaviours we find in higher order emergent phenomena. Whether we will find striking similarities, or instead discover these to be two completely different forms of complex systems, remains an exciting open question at this time.
